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Vision

“To be the strategic partner of choice for African businesses 
involved in transport, infrastructure and tourism development”

Slogan
“Making Africa Work”
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We are an advisory services consultancy, specialising in

working with businesses involved in transport, infrastructure

and tourism development in emerging markets, with a key

focus on Africa. Having a strong foundation in aviation

management, we employ an integrated and collaborative

approach to problem solving, in order to achieve our clients’

strategic objectives.

Our raison d’etre is to strengthen Africa’s transport and

tourism value chains. This is achieved by leveraging our

specialist experience in developing integrated, fit-for-purpose

solutions and forging strong partnerships with our clients. Our

clients can rely on us not just for strong recommendations, but

also on focused implementation of their chosen strategy.

Whatever the challenge, we are ready to deliver and to do so

exceptionally.

About ZA Logics
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In this regard, to date we have had experience
in advising around projects in the FMCG,
energy and non-profit (social enterprise)
sectors.

Non-aviation consulting
We believe that the planning skills, processes and
methodologies necessary to manage aviation
businesses are applicable in a range of other
industries. Your business may experience
circumstances where it would be beneficial to
have an alternative perspective, say to supply &
demand planning, profitability improvement,
consideration of strategic alliances & partnerships,
stakeholder management, process improvement
or organizational transformation. We adjust our
capabilities and aviation processes to meet the
needs of your business reality, irrespective of
sector.

4
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Our Values & Approach
We understand that transport and tourism development is not immediate; it is generally a 

longer-term investment faced with many challenges, especially in emerging markets. We thus 
strive to provide implementable solutions to our clients, which are driven by robust and 

independent analysis. We pride ourselves on the approach that involves Three-Ps:

Partnership Professionalism Passion
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We truly view engagement as a mutual
partnership, which differs to the
standard management consulting
approach. We believe that walking
hand in hand with our clients is critical
in order to achieve true success.

Partnership
We pride ourselves in providing
exceptional levels of service from
beginning to end. Exercising objectivity
and independence, through a data-
driven approach in how we do our
work, is core to this.

Professionalism

We are passionate about the African
continent and its betterment for
generations to come, through
developing the transport and tourism
sectors.

Passion
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Our Services
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ZA Logics provides bespoke advisory, in the
following practice areas: Fleet & Network
Planning, Finance & Investments, Aero-
political & Regulatory Affairs, Pricing &
Revenue Management, Airline Operations,
Sales, Distribution, Customer Experience &
Digital.

Across the aforementioned practice areas, it
is important to note the following services
are cross cutting, namely –Research &
Market Intelligence, Airline Strategic
Planning, Airline Start-up Planning.

Airline & Aviation Management
Consulting

Development of tourism management
plans across the strategy cycle, for all
players along the value chain:
-Situational analyses
-Product development
-Tourism feasibility studies
-Operational readiness and execution

Strategic Tourism 
Management Consulting

Assisting in crafting competitive
advantage, through development and
execution of our clients chosen strategy.
This is across both business and corporate
level strategy.

General Business Consulting
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(1) Network, Fleet & Business Model: We developed

several medium to long-term network and fleet

strategies for airlines, at different lifecycle stages. This

included, amongst others, clients in the Middle East

(regional carrier), Africa (regional carrier) and China

(diversified airline group). ZA Logics Management has

also build and led relevant teams, within three airlines.

(2) Airline Start-up Planning: Project work undertaken to

assist start-up airlines in Southern Africa, around

reviewing and/or developing their entire business

plan, with specific focus on network development and

the airline’s commercial viability.

Project Portfolio & Market Exposure

© GeoNames, HERE, MSFT, Microsoft, NavInfo, Thinkware Extract, Wikipedia
Powered by Bing

Select credentials for ZA Logics are detailed below, in the pillar of Airline Management Consulting.
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(3) Airline Distribution Management: We developed and

conducted a research study for a Southern African start-

up looking to develop a GDS product; this assisted in the

product development and “go-to-market” strategy.

(4) Training & Development: ZA Logics is passionate about

capacity transfer of airline management topics and have

contributed to industry forums / engagements. This

includes: keynote addresses - US-Africa Airport Issues

Conference, Embraer Airline Business Seminar, Aviation

Africa Festival; contributors at Captains of Industry –

South African Civil Aviation Authority; curating content

and lecturing at several universities on airline

management & economics (post-graduate & executive

education).

Project Portfolio & Market Exposure (cont.)

© GeoNames, HERE, MSFT, Microsoft, NavInfo, Thinkware Extract, Wikipedia
Powered by Bing

Select credentials for ZA Logics are detailed below, in the pillar of Airline Management Consulting.
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Diversity Statement
At ZA Logics, we believe that diversity and inclusion is important in how we do business, our cultural awareness, the 

systems we create and the solutions we provide to our clients.

Specifically in the South African legal sense, we are a 100% black owned company and are certified  as a B-BBEE Level 
1 Contributor with a 135% Procurement Recognition. ZA Logics falls under the Exempted Micro Enterprises category, 

the focus sector of the economy targeted for growth and investment by the Department of Trade and Industry in 
South Africa.
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Ogaga Udjo (BCom, BCom Hons, MBL)
ZA Logics is headed by Managing Director and co-founder, Mr. Ogaga Udjo. ZA Logics 

draws on its diverse network of expertise to support various client projects. 

Management

More Information
Kindly visit our website for more and updated information.

www.zalogics.com

http://linkedin.com/in/ogagaudjo
http://www.zalogics.com/
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2020.07.21 | ZA Logics & Africa Tomorrow – “View From The
Clouds – Africa’s Aviation Leaders”. Link to the full interview
can be found here.

2020.07.15 | ZA Logics & PowerFM 98.7 – “What Will South
African Airways Look Like?”. Link to the full interview can be
found here.

2020.06.04 | ZA Logics, German Aviation Research Society +
Hong Kong Polytechnic University – “3rd Workshop on
Aviation in Africa”. Link to the full session can be found here.

2020.04.21 | ZA Logics + YahooFinance: “South African
Airways May be Grounded for Good”. Link to the full article
can be found here.

2020.04.06 | ZA Logics + Quartz Africa: “Africa’s largest
airline is starting to furlough workers as the global travel
downturn bites”. Link to the full article can be found here.

ZA Logics in The Media –
Thought Leadership

https://zalogics.com/2020-07-21-za-logics-africa-tomorrow-view-from-the-clouds-africas-aviation-leaders/
https://zalogics.com/2020-07-15-za-logics-powerfm-98-7-what-will-south-african-airways-look-like/
https://zalogics.com/2020-06-04-za-logics-g-a-r-s-3rd-workshop-on-aviation-in-africa/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/south-african-airways-may-grounded-182635127.html
https://qz.com/africa/1833287/ethiopian-airlines-starts-laying-off-staff-contractors/
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2020.03.25 | ZA Logics + AviaDev Insight Africa: "The African
airline response to COVID-19”. Link to the full webinar can be
found here.

2020.03.03 | ZA Logics + Le Journal De L’Aviation: “Le
modèle low-cost peine toujours à se populariser en Afrique”.
Link to the full article can be found here.

2020.03.03 | ZA Logics + ZTV Network: “Current
developments in Zimbabwean Aviation”. Link to the full
interview can be found here.

ZA Logics in The Media –
Thought Leadership

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/za-logics_webinar-the-african-airline-response-to-activity-6648894492231430144-IOuK
https://www.journal-aviation.com/actualites/43926-le-modele-low-cost-peine-toujours-a-se-populariser-en-afrique
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/za-logics_the-mint-xtra-march-3-2020-activity-6640514121148231680-JbN6
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2020.02.11 | ZA Logics + China Global Television Network
Africa: “Current Affairs in South African Aviation”. Link to the
full interview can be found here.

2020.02.09 | ZA Logics + eNCA (DSTV Chanel 403): “Current
Affairs in South African Aviation”. Link to the full interview
can be found here.

2020.02.05 | ZA Logics + AviaDev Insight Africa: "How Can
African Airlines Stop the Bleeding". Podcast Episode 109 can
be found here.

2020.01.23 | ZA Logics + NewzRoom Africa: “State of South
African SOEs”. Panellist on roundtable debate.

2020.01.22 | ZA Logics + Civil Aviation Authority of
Zimbabwe: “State of the African Aviation Industry”. Published
in “Aviation Magazine” (CAAZ bi-annual publication),
found here.

ZA Logics in The Media –
Thought Leadership

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/za-logics_africanaviation-stateofafricanaviation-aviation-activity-6633608421079867392-UIU_
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/za-logics_south-african-airways-on-life-support-activity-6632545516636958720-XuTz
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/ogagaudjo_airlines-africa-podcast-activity-6630774833468764160-uJSx
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6625626131901009920/
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Client Engagement –
2020 YTD Highlights

• Concluded consulting engagement for a new airline start-up, around business
model development, network and fleet planning;

• Concluded consulting engagement to develop postgraduate airline management &
economics content, as well as deliver training, for a Globally Ranked Top 500
University;

• Presented executive master class on “Route Development” for senior airport
professionals and local government officials;

• Concluded consulting engagement for a mature network airline, culminating in a
long-term business plan;

• Delivered executive master class on “The Future of Airlines & Airports” to the
management team of an airport’s management company;

• Concluded consulting engagement for an airline group, culminating in a corporate
diversification strategy.

© GeoNames, HERE, MSFT, Microsoft, NavInfo, Thinkware Extract, Wikipedia
Powered by Bing
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Contact Us
If you would like to contact us, kindly use the below details:

info@zalogics.com +27 79 431 2616

ZA Logic (Pty) Ltd, Company Registration 2014/142806/07

ZA_LogicsZA Logics @ZaLogicswww.zalogics.com
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“Making Africa Work”


